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This article employs the notion of chronopolitics (Klinke 2013 [1]) to explore the place of disaster events within
urban politics. A chronopolitics of disaster focuses on both governmental manipulation of the post-disaster space
and the use of memory in resisting longstanding patterns of urban spatial segregation and forced removal: the
creation and embodiment of alternative narratives of time and space to those mobilized by hegemonic actors. We
draw here on the aftermath of calamitous landslides in favelas in Rio de Janeiro in 2010, during which 67 people
died. In the wake of this traumatic event, the state moved quickly to close down political openings produced by
the tragedy (Edkins 2006 [2]), focussing public attention on ‘future risk’ in order to put in place a rapid “recall”
to favela displacement; a constant in Rio’s politics since the early twentieth century. While changes in urban land
formalisation and rights since the 1980s positioned forced displacement as an exception, we argue here that the
much newer reductive vision of favelas as ‘at-risk’ places enables a return to the sovereign right to displace them.
By working within a “time out of joint” (Zebrowski 2013: 213 [3]), the municipality established a dominant
narration of city history that reinforces favelas as the principle problem facing urban politics, making
displacement inevitable. The disaster event, then, elevates the politics of emergency response to a category of
exceptionality in the post-dictatorship period, and lays the foundation for a renewed favela politics: a chro
nopolitics of disaster. The paper inductively expands the concept of chronopolitics, a politics of time, to analyse
how calamitous events are used to normalise the exceptional, and how trauma and memory challenge narratives
inspired by modern aspirations of a Rio without favelas.

1. Introduction
On April 8, 2010, successive mudslides and floods in the city of Rio
de Janeiro killed 67 people, marking a portentous turn in municipal and
state government policy that is still evident a decade later [4]. At one
level, the approach represents a return to a much older narrative of
favela removal after two decades of more progressive public policy.
From the late 1800s until the end of Brazil’s military dictatorship in
1985, narratives of higienização (“hygienisation”) informed a wide
spread policy of removal from central areas based around the ideal of a
rationally ordered and “hygienic” city in the European model [5–7]. At
another level, however, restoring the conventional political response to
the ‘favela problem’ [8] is now often legitimised by the apparently
benevolent purpose of—according to the municipality—“preserving
favela dwellers’ lives” [9]. This suggests a new preemptive planning
strategy justified around future disaster and climate risk. After 2010,

Rio’s mayor Eduardo Paes declared that he would “end the dema
goguery and remove houses in risky areas” [10]. This supposed
“demagoguery” identified the contribution of social movements to
1980s re-democratization, that sought to outlaw heavy-handed state
action against favela residents. With those processes reduced by the
mayor to “left-wing populism”, approximately 22,000 families (some
150,000 people) were removed between 2009 and 2016 under the
rubric of “preserving lives” [9]—a policy change unprecedented since
the end of the dictatorship.
In this article we argue that this shift in the rationale of favela
removal is indicative of a more widespread mode of contemporary urban
governance based around anticipatory or preventative action and the
promotion of ‘resilience’ in the face of disaster risk [11–14]. Infra
structural containment works, widely undertaken in the 1980s and
1990s to prevent landslides across the city’s many slopes had presented
the possibility of favela permanence and formalisation, but with
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governmental claims about risk now reinterpreted around climate
threats and the unpredictability of disaster forecasting, favela residents
now face increased uncertainty over the eligibility to remain. What was
once legible as a ‘calculable risk’ is now understood as an “unlikely or
unknown risk” [15], opening up both the “opportunity to resort to
authoritarianism” [16], p.135] and the possibility of state anticipatory
action driven by the normalisation of exception after moments of col
lective trauma [17,18].
More specifically, we focus on links between the temporality and
spatiality of disaster politics, and examine responses and counterresponses to the ‘disruptive’ time that urban disasters appear to
enable, a process intertwining natural hazards with forced displace
ment, resettlement, and memory as a form of resistance. Drawing in
sights from the concept of chronopolitics [1,19] and trauma time [17],
we advance the idea of a “chronopolitics of disaster”: a disruptive time
that presents the potential for both the closing and opening of political
possibilities and the remaking of space. In place of favela residents’
hard-won right to exist has emerged a deeply politicised normalisation
of a dystopian future whereby ‘non-removable’ favelas are treated as
bringing forth urban disaster. The irony here, of course, is that the real
disaster emergency is the state’s invocation of ‘exceptionality’ produced
by the possibility of removals under the motto of ‘disaster risk reduc
tion’, which radically alters the lives of families living in racialized
territories now classified as high-risk areas.
By drawing together ‘global’ theory on the contemporary politics of
(urban) time and space with ethnographic insight on local realities and
histories, we hope also to respond to recent calls to decolonise disaster
studies through the prioritisation of local perceptions of what constitutes
hazards, disasters, vulnerability, and hence disaster risk reduction [21].
In turn, this aim also chimes with efforts to (re)centre urban theory
around comparative studies of specific sites in dynamic interpretation with
global processes, rather than repeating universalistic assumptions of
urban development built solely in the western academy [22–24].
We follow this introduction with a review of the relevant theoretical
material, linking temporal narratives of modernity to displacements,
and a chronopolitics of disaster to ‘trauma time’, ‘event supression’, and
new discourses of climate risk. We continue by outlining relevance to the
case of Rio de Janeiro, and how the research methodology fed into and
contributed to the theoretical approach. The following section explores a
temporal narrative of favela settlement and displacement in Rio, noting
in the process responses to disaster risk and the chronopolitical use of
‘retrospection’ to justify political action in the present. Subsequently, we
discus governmental action to anticipate future risk, based on con
struction of politicised disaster risk maps and inventories that include
and exclude information to achieve their purpose: authorising favela
removal. The final section before the conclusion focuses on the ‘flip-side’
of the chronopolitics of disaster: the importance of ‘trauma time’ for
subaltern resistance that seeks to assert alternative temporalities to work
towards less divisive futures.

Exploring these temporal politics, for Agnew [33], must start with the
legacies of colonialism, whereby time is converted into space; the spaces
of those deemed backward or pre-modern are displaced, eradicated, and
replaced and gentrified with ‘ordered modernity’.
We take these ideas forward, but also draw attention to changing
natures of urban displacement in which people are evicted due to
climate or environmental risk. The closed binary of pre-modern/modern
tells us less about changing temporalities of risk as they engage with the
material, spatial, experience of hazards and disasters in a contemporary
era of global environmental change. This is not to view contemporary
logics as superseding pre-existing discourses, but moreover as applying
additional layers that cast doubt on the veracity of monolithic ‘moder
nity’. Pre-empting disaster after (landslide) disasters actually occur
represents an extraordinary turn in urban politics, consummate to
extraordinary political and environmental times. As Honig [18] makes
clear, the sudden evocation of emergency and anticipatory action
de-exceptionalises what really must be viewed as exceptional. The
importance of (re)conceptualising time for the purpose of remaking
space is underexplored in disaster studies literature.
Critical concerns with disaster vulnerability [34], ‘riskification’ [35],
urban ecological security [36], and urban resilience [37,38] all point to
changing political discourses that are mobilized in efforts to protect
resource flows, national security, infrastructures, or urban economic
growth. Yet these theories again minimise changing conceptualisations
and political framings of time as they impact upon or are intertwined
with urban space. Drawing here on Klinke, Zebrowski and Kaiser [1,19,
39], we explore the ‘chronopolitics of disaster’ to show how time and
space are intricately connected within urban governance. This discus
sion helps to extend understanding of what is done in the name of
disaster risk reduction and how those vulnerable to heavy-handed state
displacements view and organise their resistance.
Our scrutiny of chronopolitics extends fundamentally Virilio’s [40]
initial theorisation of the term, which indicated the ‘speed-up’ of time in
a globalised economy enabled by technological advances. Given that
space (urban, state, or global) can only truly be appreciated by mobile
flows of people, goods, capital, or information over time, Virilio argued
that it was essentially obliterated by accelerations in these movements.
The use of chronopolitics as an analytical frame thus lies in its focus on
political change taking place as a result of the rapid dissemination of
‘emergent’ threats, whether related to (apparently) hostile states, mar
kets or social groups, or due to climate change and environmental se
curity. When the extent and speed of such threatening information
increases, fast responses are likewise mobilized. Virilio’s account,
nonetheless, uncritically assumes that time and space are objectively
separate phenomena; that is, that one impacts on the other without
interpretation of the different meanings applied to time and space by
different social groups. An awareness of discussions over modernity,
modernization, disaster risk creation and perceptions of future risk alerts
us to the fact that time cannot exist ‘outside’ narrative [1,11,19,33,41].
The avoidance of particular urban futures has profound effects on the
organisation of space and security but is also intertwined with existent
spatial narratives focussed on stepping out of the past.
But the chronopolitics of disaster also highlights the place of ‘the
event’ within urban social change itself. As Klinke [1] advises, moder
nity itself subtly alters to accommodate an era of disruptive time char
acterised by frequent events emerging from urban environmental
hazards. While the times of others are erased in struggles over the
disposition of time, narratives of modernity themselves are
self-constituted by the reproduction of ‘pre-modern’, ‘backward’, or
‘uncivilised’ urban spaces, that are displaced and re-formed elsewhere.
This is a seemingly perpetual process that indicates modernity’s
dependence on recreation of its pre-modern ‘mirror’, and thus the ex
istence of the latter within the former. Politicised narratives following
calamitous events expose the key place of temporality in changes in
urban landscapes, informing how urban spatial communities are viewed
by others, as well as how they self-identify and mobilise to resist. With

2. The chronopolitics of disaster: trauma time and memory
Work on displacement of poorer urban areas or slums has typically
focused on the market logics of capitalist urbanization, with ‘infor
mality’ actively designated and mobilized by the state to harness surplus
populations [25–27], as well as on the modernising logics underpinning
such approaches, where politicised ideas of difference, progress and
othering have sought to drive out marginalized ‘backwardness’ and
recreate the city anew [28–32]. We take forward here the overtly tem
poral inflection of the latter literature to explore urban spatial change
motivated by modernist teleologies. Aided by the notion of universal
human progress within the continued expansion of western modernity
and capitalist production, the times of subaltern others are erased: ‘they
are what we used to be like’. This framing tells us much about how
urbanization has unfolded in specific non-Western contexts yet un
derplays how temporality itself is mobilized within urban governance.
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two territorial spaces and ‘two versions of history’ kept apart, each with
‘a different sense of shared temporal belonging’ [1], p.681], disaster
events represent openings in which meanings of urban pasts, presents
and futures come into active confrontation.
Edkins [2] helps to develop this point through her invocation of
‘trauma time’; the period during and after a crisis that represents a
disruption to existing social order. For Edkins, sovereign power is
underpinned by the closed pre/modern binary of linear, chronological,
time. The traumatic experience and aftermath of a calamitous even
t—that we will go on to apply to Rio de Janeiro post-2010—opens up a
time of indeterminacy with the potential to both threaten and reinforce
the order of sovereign power:

Janeiro’s ongoing urban politics.
3. Researching disaster chronopolitics in Rio de Janeiro
According to the Forced Migration Observatory [44], the rationale
for the vast majority of a bewildering 7.7 million Brazilians forced from
their homes since the year 2000 has been ‘natural disaster
risk’—increasingly as the years have advanced. The sheer scale of these
recent evictions—and of the disasters they usually follow—begs
nuanced research and theoretical understanding of the political ecolo
gies of urban security that underpin such processes. How could the
justification of favela removal change so much without DRRM analysts
and practitioners self-examining their processes and discourses? In an
era of disruption of environmental systems and expanding urban areas,
how might political power be viewed within and between these
processes?
To explore such questions, wide-ranging ethnographic fieldwork was
undertaken by the first author during two research trips between 2016
and 2018, totalling ten months in Rio de Janeiro. The second author
undertook research on disaster vulnerability and state responses in Rio
de Janeiro during multiple visits since 2009, and contributed further
insights on city processes and theoretical engagement. Rio is Brazil’s
second largest urban centre, with some 6.5 m inhabitants within city
boundaries and a similar number resident across cities in the wider
metropolitan area. Some 23% (or 1.5 m) of the city’s population live
across 763 favelas [20]. The first author’s research included 35 in-depth
interviews within six favela areas classified as ‘high-risk’, as well as with
representatives of grassroots movements on the right to the city, and
with municipal workers in DRRM and housing, including with the city’s
geological risk agency, ‘Geo-Rio’. The work also draws significantly on
analysis of municipal risk policy, secondary historical sources, media
reports, and photographs from favela museum exhibitions. Participant
observation data was gathered in meetings with favela residents’ asso
ciations and between favela representatives and city officials, particu
larly roundtables of the Pastoral de Favelas and Conselho Popular, two key
movements supporting favelas against evictions. Informants from the
Coletivo Técnico, a collection of scientific experts disputing the govern
ment’s official claims on favela risk, added significant background
helping to inform the article’s theoretical approach. Meeting observa
tions greatly enhanced the formal interview material, enabling the
build-up and snowballing of relations with informants from all social
backgrounds. The first author translated all interviews and document
extracts from Portuguese, and interviewees’ identities were anonymized
unless permission for their identification was granted.
The paper particularly focusses on Vila Autódromo as an example of
coordination of resistance to disaster risk displacement through the
mobilization of memory and trauma by favelados, core elements of what
we claim to be a chronopolitics of disaster. Vila Autódromo, a favela in
Rio’s West Zone and the location of the Museu das Remoções (Museum
of Removals), is both an emblematic case of forced eviction, undertaken
in advance of the 2016 Olympic Games, and important as an illustration
of the development of a repertoire of resistance to eviction and demo
lition. The museum emerged as a way to convert the chronopolitics of
disaster into spatial resistance. Through the museum, favela residents
interrogate what counts as a disaster, when the line between exceptional
and everyday, and its affects and temporalities, becomes blurred.
There is of course diverse scholarship on favelas and urban sociospatial differentiation in Rio, with some of the most significant high
lighting favela residents’ “permanent transience” [26,27], territorial
stigma marked by an indefinite border between legal and illegal, formal
and informal, planned and unplanned. This co-constituted and led to
prescriptions for particular public interventions to a so-called “favela
problem” [8], and that has starkly limited public investments in favela
improvement and shaped the vulnerable conditions of those spaces [45].
We take on board these important works but focus specifically on
longstanding work unpacking the modernist teleologies that underpin

“after a traumatic event what we call the state moves quickly to close
down any openings produced by putting in place as fast as possible a
linear narrative of origins” [2], p.107].
This narrative is in turn constructed through practices of memoria
lisation and commemoration—a form of ‘retroactivity’—with the ca
pacity to represent, distort, or redefine social memory. Hence, trauma
time is defined as the time that provides an opening for the political [see
also [11, 41]. Mapped onto the increasingly chronic trauma of urban
displacement, subaltern or ‘subvisible’ temporalities fight to be heard
amidst the ‘slow violence’ of the state [42]. Risk reduction activity,
feeding off a variety of narratives surrounding past causation and future
risk anticipation, is deeply political in its reinforcement or subversion of
chronopolitical framings and urban development pathways.
On one hand, then, our focus on the chronopolitics of disaster
demonstrates how turning quickly to displacement prevents public
deconstruction of why the flood or disaster occurred in the first place; it
prevents the narratives of those most at risk of disaster and displacement
emerging. Zebrowski calls this ‘event suppression’, precisely because the
discourse of ‘restoring normality’ or ‘bouncing back’, ‘devenomizes an
emergency, bleeding an event of its disruptive potential’ [19], p.158]. It
favours a version of Disaster Risk Reduction and Management (DRRM)
focussed on quick, enforced, return, rather than allowing for funda
mental change drawing on the temporal perspectives of those most at
risk. Rather than dealing with the underlying causes of the threat or
hazard, event suppression is an attempt to close down progressive pos
sibilities posed by the traumatic event and to reproduce chronological
narratives of urban social progress [17].
On the other hand, however, our emphasis on resisting chronopolitics
of disaster highlights the political use of time by those seeking to change
temporal framings. A potential ‘deviant chronopolitics’ [43] can rein
vigorate the ‘trauma time’ of the disaster event through alternative
practices of memory work and memorialisation. Those residents his
torically assigned as the racialized Other of the city and used as proxy for
both danger and environmental risk, work to ‘refuse resilience’ [13]. In
an era of indisputable change in the climate, ‘dangerous’ or ‘at risk’
neighbourhoods and classes become the target of new mechanisms of
urban planning—erasing their times in the continuing pursuit of urban
modernity—but also unveil the possibility of contestation and opposi
tion, giving rise to forms of resistance to sovereign political power. For
Bell, the “‘openness’ and ‘indistinction’ generated by ‘trauma time’ […]
are thus key markers of ‘the political’” [41], p.10].
For our study, this potential for openness lies in memorialisation
through museums, that allows for the radical denouncement of official
policies and narratives, and the creation of empathy and alliances across
oppositional social movements as they seek to disrupt political order. As
the findings will show, the mobilization of memory as a tool of resistance
generates social solidarity and helps people affected by forced
displacement to understand past injustices and imagine alternative fu
tures [2]. We continue here by outlining parallels between the Rio de
Janeiro case and some of the theory cited above, as well as detailing the
research undertaken, before in the following section historicising the
emergence and displacement of favela settlements within Rio de
3
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favela displacements [5–7]. Through the case, we show how favela
dwellers have responded to state interventions after disaster events and
to the temporal discourses used to justify such interventions. We argue
that disaster events provide a certain opening for confrontations over
urban pasts and futures, that can both reinforce sovereign power and,
through favela museums, allow subaltern dwellers to radically denounce
state irregularities in search of an alternative future [1,2,13,19].

unhygienic, backward, underdeveloped, a place of favelados [favela
dwellers]). Echoing Agnew [33], Rio’s urban expansion was based
around the colonial practice of converting time into space through the
elimination of cortiços, the embryonic form of favelas, to accommodate
aspirations of urban development and modernity. In short, a particular
perspective on time produced a particular kind of urban spatial occu
pation and design.
Rio’s urban imaginary was to be free of its colonial, pre-modern,
past, with favelas imagined as part of that inheritance [50]. Through
the twentieth century, political authorities adopted different discourses
on favelas at distinct moments to justify their disposal in the aspiration
for modern futurity. From being cast as threats to public health and
hygiene in the early twentieth century, favelas were then labelled as a
foci of radical leftist revolt against military dictatorship in the 1960s and
1970s, before being viewed as the primary source of urban violence in
the 1980s and 1990s [5,51–54]. In turn, after 2010—and as we analyse
in the following sections—favelas were now to be seen as centres of
environmental risk.
It is of course important that the urban poor and particularly favela
residents have never been silent in the face of dominant discourses.
Especially in the post-authoritarian period after 1985, with popular
mobilisation for the creation of Brazil’s new ‘citizen’ Constitution,1 prohousing, favela, and rights-based social movements forcefully argued for
alternative policies, such as awarding land rights, instituting effective
public housing enabling residents to remain close to workplaces, and, in
the case of disaster risk, introducing protective infrastructure where
feasible. The 1988 Constitution itself presented radical change in Bra
zil’s legal landscape on housing, consolidating the social function of
property and enshrining in law the principle of non-removal, with
“illegality” no longer sufficient to justify displacement. Favela pop
ulations were in turn to be included in the analysis of and solutions to
specific problems.
In what can now be viewed as a clear exception to historical policy
discourses on favelas—or as a ‘paradigm shift’, according to McCann
[52]—Rio de Janeiro’s state government led by Leonel Brizola (1982-86
and 1990–94) echoed these currents, and gained widespread support
from social movements on its progressive housing policy. Brizola limited
police incursions into favela territories, promoted a new ‘community
policing’ model, and suspended a 1937 law banning favela construction:
a de facto favela consolidation. Brizola’s acknowledgement that favelas
represented an urban housing solution rather than a problem under
pinned his support for containment infrastructure for disaster risk
reduction, executed by the city’s Geo-Rio Foundation, who had con
structed more than 3000 landslide prevention works between its foun
dation in 1966 and the end of the century [55]. Article 234 of Rio de
Janeiro’s own State Constitution (also 1988) further stipulated that
“urbanization, land regularization and titling of favelas and low-income
areas [shall occur] without resident removal, except when the physical
conditions of the area impose a risk to the lives of their inhabitants”
(emphasis ours). When displacement was deemed necessary, a rigorous
technical report should attest to the danger, and resettlement under
taken close to residents’ communities or workplaces. Prior to 2010 at
least, removals were often referred to as ‘the exception of the exception’,
given this disaster risk caveat within the overall exceptionality of the
Brizola era.
Brizola’s downfall and the 1993 inauguration of César Maia as Rio’s
Mayor—helped along by Eduardo Paes as key lieutenant—marked the
arrival of a new, different, post-authoritarian urban vision that pro
moted ‘the entrepreneurial city’. Returning to (limited) favela removals,
the new regime pushed at the boundaries imposed under the Constitu
tion. According to Santos [56], after decadal increases in infrastructural
investment for landslide risk reduction, following torrential rains and

4. Understanding favela removal and ‘retroactivity’ in Rio de
Janeiro
In a remarkably symbolic statement considering the previous dis
cussions, in 2012 Eduardo Paes, Rio de Janeiro’s mayor from 2009 to
2016, casted his legacy as a key remover of favelas and slums from
central areas. Paes stated that he “would like to be remembered as an
urbanist à la Pereira Passos” [46]. Referencing mayor Passos’ notorious
slum clearances of 1902–1906—the ‘Bota Abaixo’ that removed 20,000
families from Rio’s city centre—Paes evocatively described how he
would solve Rio’s problems by removing low-income favela populations
who represented the source of environmental and social risk. As we will
demonstrate, this ‘retroactive’ invocation of purported lessons from the
past is an important element in the chronopolitics of disaster, which
used the period of trauma following the 2010 landslide disaster to
attempt to ‘suppress’ the event’s disruptive potential [2,19,41]. But the
historical basis of these claims deserves unpacking.
Pereira Passos’ urban reforms represented the first significant
clearances in Rio, whose power and reach contributed to the city’s
forging of a political identity based around how it should look, and which
set the tone for cycles of removal and resettlement through the 20th
century. Passos’ blamed the collective tenement houses (cortiços) of
central Rio for an outbreak of yellow fever, arguing that they were the
source of the “poison” that caused the “black vomit”, and as such the
“dangerous classes” must be eliminated [47]. Cortiços were the main
form of popular housing in imperial Brazil and were the dwellings of
formerly enslaved and free blacks and other poor migrants that arrived
in the city in search of better life conditions towards the end of the
nineteenth century. With obvious racist undertones, the clearances
carried a symbolic effect for Rio’s long-awaited modernization since city
elites considered tropical diseases a synonym of backwardness. These
“hygienist” precepts were responsible for a large-scale urban trans
figuration that justified state truculence and violence [6,7]. It cost the
poor their homes, but also enabled Rio’s “Hausmanization”: the imple
mentation of an aesthetic of wide boulevards and gardens modelled on
reforms in nineteenth century Paris under the Baron Haussmann [5].
Perhaps ironically, Passos’ efforts at producing an urban tropical
modernity in fact created the spatiality of social difference that has
characterised Rio de Janeiro in the century since. As Vaz [48] notes, by
stipulating a raft of regulations on rehousing, including forbidding
families to dislocate to city suburbs, the reforms prevented other forms
of formal housing actually emerging. Decree No. 391 of 1903 incenti
vised the construction of “rough sheds […] on hills that did not yet have
dwellings” [49], p.592], and as such produced favela occupation. For
Maricato [26] this form of development laid the foundations for a pe
ripheral form of modern urbanism within the global economy, that
became deeper and more complex as the city grew. At the centre of the
story are the hillside slopes and lowland floodplains that became an
urban housing solution (rather than problem) for the poor and margin
alized, made up of black communities and migrants that formed the
city’s low-wage labourers, domestic workers, builders, waiters and
street cleaners.
While recounting this spatial history, links to temporal un
derstandings of social change are unavoidable. The colonial heritage of
Rio de Janeiro emphasised—if not enforced—a linear experience of time
in which narratives of urban modernity (aesthetically and behaviourally
ordered, hygienic, scientific, a place of residents) would replace the
urban Other from the past (aesthetically and behaviourally chaotic,

1
Named by Ulysses Guimarães, President of the National Constituent As
sembly, during re-democratization.
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many fatalities in 1996, mitigation expenditure dramatically reduc
ed—a change that had an inevitably negative impact on favela resilience
in the face of extreme weather. After Paes himself became mayor a
decade later, ‘the exception of the exception’ was further enforced, with
disaster response policies shifting fundamentally from an
infrastructure-centric approach to one of removals.
With numerous landslides after exceptional rains in 2009, and the
even more calamitous events of 2010, investment in Geo-Rio was
redirected to remove families in areas classified as high-risk [57], a part
of a wider new municipal policy to remove 119 favelas, affecting
roughly twenty thousand households [58]. Paes declared in 2010:

the retroactive suppression of memories of the actual political cause of
disaster [19] and for assertions of subaltern, favela, temporalities acting
as a form of resistance. Taking our lead from Klinke and Zebrowski [1,
3], the chronopolitics of disaster focuses attention on the place of such
events in the reproduction and contestation of two senses of
temporal-spatial belonging.
An increasing focus on avoiding an insecure future therefore goes
beyond bringing favelas out of pre-modernity. The new future-oriented
imperative works through perceptions of a changing climate in order to
neglect the temporality of past and present needs claimed by favela
dwellers [14]. After the calamitous events of 2010, Mayor Paes worked
hard to establish a connection between favelas and environmental
risk—similar to Pereira Passos’ correlation between collective housing
and yellow fever—to paint the present and future in the glorious light of
the past. Through a distortion of social memory, or retroactivity [41],
the mayor concealed the historical causes of disaster in Passos’ disas
trous politics that attempted to liberate the city from yellow fever. The
City’s practices, grounded in a new era of climate risk and resilience,
brought forth “memories of long-forgotten hoped-for futures”, in
Anderson’s words [11], p.778); policy actions that we go on to explore
in the following section.

“[the City Hall] will not undertake work to reinforce existing [favela]
housing, which would cost $3 million. It would be better to give each
family an apartment in Barra [a wealthy high-rise neighbourhood to
the west of the city], which is cheaper, and where no one dies” [59].
This marked a portentous turn in response to disaster risk in Rio, by
resuming and scaling up a favela removal policy that had been consid
ered inconceivable since the popular mobilisations of the mid-1980s.
For Paes and his associates, favelas remained icons of urban dis
order— ‘informal’ locations where the (allegedly increasing) risk of
death contrasted fundamentally with the ‘formal’ city. Paes viewed
Brizola as a “demagogue” who had stimulated favela growth, rather than
someone who sensed that urban policy had to approach the city as a
whole, not as two separate territorial spaces where the illegitimate
blighted the legitimate.
According to mayor Paes, “from the modernization of the city, of
major interventions that can improve and recover Rio, I think that a lot
is happening now, just as what happened during the Pereira Passos
government” [60]. Taking advantage of the opportunity presented by
the 2016 Olympic Games, he elected disaster risk as a key justification to
rid the centre of favelas. The central Port Zone, for example, was
scheduled for the removal of 800 families from Morro da Providência,
Rio’s first favela. Paes, like Passos, became famous for his eviction
policies, leading to his characterisation in more critical circles as ‘Pereira
Paes’.
An historically literate reading of Eduardo Paes’ ‘retroactive’ asso
ciation with Passos’ policies would of course affirm Paes himself as the
source of future environmental risk and vulnerability. Contemporary
interventions inspired by longstanding aspirations of modernity ignored
the fact that Passos’ original reforms made unfeasible the legitimate
presence of poorer populations in the city centre and prevented forms of
formal housing emerging. Given favelas’ reality as a housing solution
(rather than problem), their clearance consistently produced new land
occupations at urban fringes, replicating and expanding the urban
landscape in what Abreu [61] referred to as a perpetual ‘dance’ between
eviction and occupation. The reports of residents in resettled areas
substantiate the point: often exposed to conditions of greater vulnera
bility in terms of poor infrastructure, domination by militias, and in
areas subject to floods and landslides, the reproduction of supposed
‘pre-modern’ disorganisation is like a wheel in motion through the city’s
recent history [56,62,64,63].
Theoretically, the eviction-reoccupation continuum reveals a ‘mir
roring’ effect within the colonized aspiration to violently wipe clean the
pre-modern from the city’s landscape. Via the reproduction of
‘dangerous’, ‘unclean’ or ‘risk-filled’ areas, the very act of reimagining
an urban futurity free of these ailments becomes possible [1,28,30].
Turning the point around, the imagination of an organised, modern, city
space depends on having its mirror constantly reflecting back upon it.
Going beyond Agnew’s [33] more linear evocation of (pre-modern to
modern) time, removals reveal the dependence of the modern ideal itself
on critical points or events from which the discursive binary of two
separate territorial spaces can be reproduced. The disaster event—the
temporal point at which spatial eviction and a divisive form of urban
reproduction is enabled—can then be theorised as an ‘opening’ for both

5. Housing dispossession, anticipation, and the chronopolitics
of disaster
After the 2010 flood and landslide disaster, the politics of time began
to play a decisive role in the City’s approach, in what represents a sig
nificant turn in DRRM strategy. The municipality employed temporal
politics to quickly close down opportunities resulting from the calami
tous event, from ‘retroactively’ distorting the memory of Perreira Pas
sos, to anticipating (or acting in advance of) future climate-related risk.
The new approach included the creation of a central emergency coor
dination room, new weather forecasting systems and infrastructure
works, and, especially, the ‘resettlement of inhabitants in high-risk
areas’ [9] (see Fig. 1).
In framing this package of initiatives, the notion of resilience took
centre stage, a subtle change in language that reflected on the potential
of shocks and chronic stresses to interrupt daily life and disrupt city
‘normalcy’ [12,35]. Mayor Paes promised to take decisive action to
transform Rio’s management to prevent future catastrophes, “reinforc
ing the urgency of developing resilience in the city” [15]. Echoing the
DRRM model and rhetoric detailed in the Hyogo Framework for Action
(HFA), the municipality and its civil defence team in 2013 launched the
policy paper “Rio de Janeiro in search of resilience to heavy rains”. The
document, summarised in Fig. 2, details the priorities and actions
adopted in response to the 2010 event, and makes clear the strategy of
delimiting ‘high risk’ areas and the removal of favela residents within
the risk reduction strategy.
This so-called ‘integrated vision’ of crisis and emergency manage
ment based on ‘unlikely or unknown risks’ relied for the first time on a
new urban planning paradigm: resilience-building [15]. The ‘Rio
Resilient’ strategy emerged to confront two intersecting challenges:
climate risk and the 2016 Olympic Games. Following what are now
viewed as common resilience logics [37,38], it stated that a resilient Rio
would be capacitated to survive, adapt and grow regardless of “chronic
stresses and acute shocks”, and would thus be able not just to return to
its previous position but to “bounce back better” (Prefeitura do Rio de
Janeiro, 2015) [9]. Rio Resilient proposed to reorganize actions already
taken by the municipality, focussing on responses to shocks and stresses
with the potential to disrupt everyday life and ‘city normalcy’.
Key to the strategy was an emphasis on emergency responses to
“unlikely or unknown risks”: that is, rare and/or unpredictable disrup
tive events like the heavy rains and landslides of 2010 [15]. Identifying
the exact future risks would give the strategy credence, and thus make
the future present and ‘actionable’. The use of what Anderson calls
epistemic objects [11], in the form of risk assessments and mappings
5
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Fig. 1. – Temporal matrix.

Fig. 2. Actions taken by the municipal government according to the Hyogo Protocol. Elaborated by the first author from the document Rio de Janeiro in search of
resilience to heavy rains [15].

(see Figs. 2 and 3) are the prime examples in the case of Rio.
The risk assessment process was in fact undertaken by the Geo-Rio
Foundation prior to the 2010 events, but instead of waiting for a new
round of studies based on the 2010 landslides, the new Paes adminis
tration instigated a rapid interpretation of its results (see Fig. 3) in order
to authorise the removal of 119 favelas [58]. Likely drawn up before the
administration began (or else in its first days), Rio’s Strategic Plan
2009–2012 projected the clearance of 3.5% of city favelas by 2012; its
hasty production enabling the municipality to access federal funds to
achieve this goal. The plan essentially identified an undifferentiated
mass of potential victims of future disaster, with no effort taken to un
cover residents’ perspectives or the histories of their land occupation.
The municipality opportunistically seized the moment of public shock
following the 2010 events to put its removal plan into action. This
chronopolitics of disaster was based around the political ‘speed up’
ensuing from the identification of emergent threats [1,39,40]. In
Zebrowski’s [19] terms, by ‘suppressing’ the disaster event, the binary of
two separate spaces, nominally pre-modern and modern, could be

preserved and reproduced. The point was echoed in the interviews un
dertaken during this research: for Angélica, a displaced resident from
favela Estradinha in Rio’s wealthy South Zone—almost entirely
removed after 2010—the evictions came extremely quickly, with Paes
“catching everyone and putting them in the [removal] package”.
Geotechnical risk assessment, then, provided the basis for mitigation
actions, becoming a key technique of ‘emergency’ urban governance
that operated as a political weapon against favelas. Geo-Rio’s Geo
processing Report [65], produced after the disaster and detailed in
Fig. 4, classified favelas as one distinct, indiscriminate, category, exist
ing independently from ‘Residential areas’, and the only type of land use
assigned with high landslide susceptibility right across the board. Such
was the concern around these ‘express risk assessments’ that the Con
selho Popular, Rio’s popular participation council, formed a body of
counter-experts made up of engineers, architects, geographers and
lawyers to contest the science the Paes administration acted upon. As
one of their informants stated, the report would only be reliable ‘if all
areas of favelas on slopes were characterized by poorly executed cuts
6
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Fig. 3. TheSusceptibility Map of the Tijuca Massif and Adjacencies [65]. Disaster risk areas across the city are divided into three categories: red, yellow and green
represent high, medium, and low risk areas respectively.

Fig. 4. Geo-Rio’s classification of landslide susceptibility according to land use class [65].

and uncompressed landfills, garbage accumulation on the ground, and
so on. Such situations are often encountered in favelas but cannot be
generalized.
Similar doubts were cast by a member of the Coletivo Técnico, the
group of scientists formed to dispute official government claims. They

noted:
It was the [land use and occupation] layer that was the most arbi
trary in Geo-Rio’s program, because everything that was a favela was
automatically classified as high risk. It is there on [the] classification
7
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table, favela: high risk, directly. […] It doesn’t matter where [the
favela] is; it doesn’t matter if this favela is consolidated or not, if
slope stabilization and drainage work has been carried out, it is highrisk [because it is a] favela!

We argue here, however, that favela residents themselves held on to
the ‘opening’ resulting from the trauma of removal and mobilized their
vulnerability to contest the dominant chronopolitics of disaster. By
creating favela museums and alternative future plans, subaltern tem
poralities have emerged as a powerful tool in favelas’ struggles against
removal. In Edkins’ words, by ‘refusing to express their traumas in
standard narratives that entail a form of forgetting’ [2]; p.108], favela
dwellers and associated movements redirect their trauma toward sub
verting racialized narratives, and use past experiences and legacies to
rescue residents’ collective memories. Residents and associated social
movements thus seek to register their own interpretation of state in
terventions in the present and envision an alternative future. Here we
draw primarily on the case of the Museu das Remoções in Vila Autó
dromo, to illustrate a powerful strategy in the fight against displacement
undertaken in the name of disaster risk.
The Museu das Remoções was initiated in 2014 after the traumatic
experience of removal at Vila Autódromo (VA), a community located on
the shore of the Jacarepaguá lake since the 1960s. Originally a fishing
village, it became home for hundreds of migrant workers who built the
Jacarepaguá racetrack and real estate high rises surging in Rio’s beach
side Barra da Tijuca neighbourhood in the 1970s. Vila Autódromo’s
‘protracted uncertainty’ [66] began in the 1990s when Mayor César
Maia (1993–1996), alongside sub-mayor Eduardo Paes, declared VA a
risk area following a flood—after heavy rains that in reality had affected
the whole city. VA, like Barra da Tijuca itself, is located in a wetland by
nature exposed to flood risk. Despite drainage problems in some parts of
the favela, residents contested the risk assessment made by the munic
ipality at that time, causing a retreat on the ‘risk’ classification.
When Rio de Janeiro was elected to host the 2016 Olympic Games,
the ghost of VA’s removal returned. A plan had emerged to build the
Olympic Park on the old racetrack, and, according to the Games’ “Urban
and Environmental Legacy Plan” VA would be sacrificed for the
expansion of two access roads. VA had in fact also appeared on Eduardo
Paes’ list of favelas to be removed by 2012 under the city’s Strategic Plan
2009–2012 (discussed earlier), but in that document justified by ‘flood
risk’ and (unspecified) ‘public interest’ [67]. Now, with the Olympics in
site, the disputed 1990s risk assessment was again cited [58], as were
projections of future catastrophic climate change, with the three issues
(road expansion, flood risk and future climate) mobilized together to
legitimate exceptional action. While purportedly aiming to “decrease
future risks to all” [9], the municipality forced suffering, displacement
and resettlement on the city’s Others. In a context of protracted uncer
tainty over more than two decades, VA was then subjected to three years
of slow and direct violence through removals, causing ongoing
re-traumatisation [42].
In this context VA’s residents mobilized their ‘trauma time’ [2,41]
for contestation, resistance, and redemption. A VA resident described
that while some were forcefully evicted, there was a remarkable open
ness amongst those remaining to collaborate and discuss their situation:
“while at the same time we were suffering, we went out all the time, we
were in front, but we also had joy, we were able to play, chat, when we
were discouraged, that groups of people from outside would arrive”.
According to residents’ reports, as removals progressed “out
siders"—academics, social activists, and residents from elsewhere,
including other favelas—arrived to help VA resist displacement. It was
through these meetings, between people with many different back
grounds and interests, that a support network formed, which eventually
launched the Museu das Remoções in May 2016. With the motto
“Memória não se remove” (Memory cannot be removed), the community
turned the 2014 housing demolitions into an open-air museum that
demonstrated the state hostility and violence practised in the removal of
97% of VA’s 600 households (Fig. 5).
Due to the rhythm of the demolitions, for those awaiting eviction or
those remaining, normal life ceased, and time appeared suspended. This
was far from the ‘bouncing back’ or ‘return time’ language of resilience
[38]. Residents, collaborators, and supporters saw in this traumatic

An informant from Geo-Rio, contrastingly, represented well the
municipality’s logic. Asked about differences between levels of
governmental risk acceptance, they tacitly admitted that higher risks
were acceptable in the formal city than in the informal. This was
apparently due to:
the [higher] pressure from the formal city. They pay more taxes, are better
able to fight [for differential treatment on risk] and such. But there is no
legislation saying the risk is such for such a place. This is an implicit,
conspicuous thing, it’s there, everyone knows, but you can’t make it
clear..
The implicit message here is that the formal city, by virtue of its
taxpaying status, has lower risk susceptibility and is therefore worthy of
investments to strengthen their ‘innate’ resilience, understood in terms
of their social, economic and symbolic capital. In contrast, the state’s
lower acceptance of risk in favelas is not examined according to its
historical creation in precarization processes but rather according to an
assumed intrinsic characteristic of favela dwellers as ‘unable’ to culti
vate this ‘natural resilience’ or greater adaptive capacity to environ
mental phenomena. The assessment, ultimately, mobilises racialized
and colonial assumptions about the behaviour and capacities of favela
dwellers in relation to risk.
Despite widespread acknowledgement that these technical reports
were used to justify irregular and coercive evictions, from 2009 to 2016
the municipality succeeded in implementing its strategy by removing
approximately 22,000 households, many in favelas lying close to highincome areas [9]. The resumption of widespread removals following
the exception of the 1980s–1990s transformed urban relations, recre
ating an undesirable past for favelados and a desirable favela-free future
for the city’s mostly white middle and upper classes. After 2010,
resilience-based risk reduction performed an efficient ‘bounce back
better’, enabling the presence of longstanding hoped-for futures of a
healthy and hygienic city [7,15,28,31]. Such visions premised on
emergency removals perform the future as the recurrence of a hygienist
past, where Perreira Passos’ actions stripped an emergent event, the
yellow fever outbreak, of its disruptive potential.
Such resilience-building efforts, pitched in terms of removals,
conceal the main drivers of vulnerability, while placing removed/
resettled populations and those left behind even more susceptible to risk.
Forced displacements implemented in the name of DRRM fail to
consider ensuing social trauma, which remains a continued risk to
removed and remaining residents [42]. Other informants echoed this:
relocation exposed residents to risky spaces and situations dominated by
militias, subject to greater flood risk or lack of infrastructure and live
lihood. It also decreased peoples’ capacity to cope with hazards or other
problems via the erosion of longstanding communal protection and had
negative impacts on mental health. Resilience-driven policy erased from
public memory historical processes of favela precarisation, reducing the
calamitous present to future alarmism correlating favelas directly to
disaster risk. The chronopolitics of disaster was based around putting in
place “a linear narrative of origins” [2], p.107] of disaster, thus sup
pressing the event [19] via extraordinary future risk [11,14,39].
6. ‘Memory is not removed’: subaltern temporalities, trauma
time and resistance
We have shown how the traumatic events of 2010 were used to
instigate a widespread removals policy, breaking with two decades of
consideration of removals as an exception. The post-disaster space pre
sented a clear attempt to close down possibilities to challenge politicised
narratives of legitimate and illegitimate urban territories.
8
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Fig. 5. Vila Autódromo before and after the removals [68].

scenario of devastation, somehow, the possibility of an opening to
articulate life. The Museu das Remoções became the favela’s territory; a
‘resisting chronopolitics of disaster’ inscribed in the location and pre
served by residents themselves.
The museum aims to deal systematically with all removals affecting
Rio de Janeiro, including those through history. But also, through its
presence, it focuses on expressing a potential new future where favelas
are legitimate residences. Conceived from a set of works carried out by
architecture students in collaboration with residents, the artworks refer
to the places of residence that were removed. The collection includes
sculptures, ruins, photographs, household items, as well as an amphi
theatre, rebuilt in 2017 through a partnership with the Goethe Institute.
The São José Operário church and (the exterior of) a home whose de
molition remains in dispute due to a lawsuit—the only two buildings not
demolished—form further exhibits. While the trauma of demolition is
imprinted in the territory, the collection and its representation of resi
dents’ valued bodies and souls “provide[s] sequencing of images and
logical and semantic connections that are retained and repeated,
becoming the container of memory” [69], p.125]. The stories portrayed
by objects and visualisations represent the removals themselves, but also
connect, clarify and interpret them, to prevent these violent experiences
sink into oblivion. Figs. 6–8 detail some of the museum’s content.
For an active community leader still at VA, “the concern is that
stories are not lost”. To this end, the architecture students held memory
workshops with residents, former residents and VA’s supporters, to
determine the choice of artefacts to be portrayed, with some sculptures
built to honour the homes of residents striking for the VA struggle [70].
Although struggling to move exhibits around as housing demolitions
took place, by maintaining its presence, VA as a (limited) whole con
tinues to re-enact its past as a living actuality, not just through the ex
hibits but via artistic resistance in the form of debates, workshops,
theatre, exhibitions, and literary fairs, that disseminate, propagate and
reflect on current situations of oppression through removal [70]. The
stories portrayed by the museum offer a representation of everyday life
and extraordinary events, but connect, clarify and resignifying them to
claim their right to an open-ended and radically inclusive future.
This point conflicts most clearly with the linear nature of the
municipality’s chronopolitics of disaster—its closed pre/modern binary
[2]—which moved quickly to forget the traumatic demolitions by

Fig. 6. “Sweet childhood”: Sculpture in honour of the playground built in a
joint effort by VA residents [70].

incorporating them into existing narratives of “Olympic opportunity” or
“resilient future aspiration” [9] in the face of a “chaotic” favela past [17,
42]. Preserving past residents’ realities and the vestiges of demolition
was a means to affirm the existence of the territory itself, an alternative
retroactivity that kept it “alive” as it was visited and broadcast on news
media. The spatial temporality of the open-air museum worked like an
archaeological site, where past and future are all present in the ruins,
converting the linear time of modernity into a space of indeterminacy
but also solidarity and resistance [2]. The museum’s narrative upends
and contests the municipality’s evolutionary political response to future
challenges by offering a different vision of how those challenges are
actually created.
Becoming well known across Rio, VA is now a place marker and
standard-bearer for the struggles of other favelas threatened by removal.
As an interviewee pointed out:
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be narrated according to the signifiers attached to the development of
specific spaces. Secondly, depictions of calamitous urban futures and
resultant claims to emergency action have significant effects on spatial
re-production. While removals lie at the core of urban governance
processes in Rio de Janeiro and beyond, VA suggests that collective re
membrance works to resist disaster chronopolitics and to imagine an
alternative, insurgent, vision of favela futures.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed to extend the concept of ‘chronopolitics’
to analyse the spatial-temporal effects and counter effects generated
from state engagement with disaster events and policies of favela
removal. Taking forward Virilio’s [40] notion of chronopolitics as the
speed-up of politics and society resulting from increased information
flows on emergent threats, as well as Agnew’s [33] focus on postcolonial
temporalities, we argue that disaster events should be viewed as a
disruptive time-space through which two aspects of politics work in
tandem. First, a top-down sovereign power seeks to control narratives on
disaster, allowing it to intervene in the present through retrospection
(recreating the past to instigate a linear view of progress towards
modernity) and anticipation (of desirable and undesirable futures).
Through the production and control of emergent narratives on future
risk, the state creates agendas that in other circumstances would be
unfeasible. Second, the chronopolitics of disaster encompasses alterna
tive or subaltern counter narratives that make visible “subvisible tem
poralities and spatialities of slow violence” [42], in our case focussing on
favela dwellers’ mobilization of “trauma time” [2] in response to
displacement.
Through the examples of favela removal policy implemented in Rio
de Janeiro since the 2010 disaster events, we located the ‘real’ disaster
outside of the floods and landslides that took place in April of that year,
and instead assigned the signifier to the protracted effect of the political
responses to them, that through urban spatial change can be expected to
reproduce similar disaster events at a later time elsewhere. The disaster
included not only the lives and infrastructure lost by mud and debris, but
also over 100,000 people displaced in the name of preserving future
lives. This exceptional response was elevated to the category of
normality by a politicised DRRM apparatus under the auspices of
‘resilient Rio’.
The research demonstrated that the chronopolitics of disaster is
marked by two key aspects, which represents both the closing and
opening of political possibilities from the fissures, instabilities and un
certainties brought about by the double experience of disaster, from the
actual event to the meanings then ascribed to it that have led to
displacement. Following accounts of time, space and trauma in Virilio
[40], Agnew [33] and Edkins [2], the analysis demonstrates the multi
plicity of experiences—between resilience and resistance—offering
alternative temporalities to the narratives espoused by dominant actors.
Responding to the ‘openness’ after the disaster event and the efforts by
the state to use it to impose linear modernist narratives, favela dwellers
used trauma time to politicize the meanings of disaster and mobilized
the Museu das Remoções to resist dispossession. This form of contestation
based on collective memory refuses dominant racialized ascriptions of
‘high-risk areas’ and moreover expresses favelados’ struggle for a radical
future: the right of people to remain in their homes and take their place,
like anyone else, within Rio’s cityscape. For theorists and practitioners,
what must be encouraged are approaches to urban analysis and DRRM
that are alert to the temporal meanings ascribed within different post
colonial spaces., Only by being explicit about spatial and temporal
politics can these analyses understand and attempt to ameliorate expe
riences of urban disaster risk.

Fig. 7. Furniture left by residents removed from VA [70].

Fig. 8. Photograph of violent removal, from museum’s collection [70].

the Museum was born there from the rubble and from the potential
increase [in future removals]. We have faith that it will be a tool to
fight, as it says [overtly]: “No more removals”, “we will succeed”.’
The presence of removed residents lingers on through the exhibits,
identifying a future where their lives and experiences matter to the city
as a whole, and where their right to urban space can at some future point
be realised. Memorialisation offers a way of unsettling racialized and
temporal narratives that place favelas as backward, pathological, antiecological, or risky, and in turn focusses on affirmative affects of joy,
care, empathy, and encouragement around a collective cause. As an
instrument of contestation and resistance, the museum put forward ‘a
deviant chronopolitics’, in Freeman’s words [43]. Deviance in this case
represents the re-enactment and overturning of the state-led chro
nopolitics of disaster, calling attention to the politicised use of disasters
and emergency responses to calamitous futures to validate favela
removals.
The Museu das Remoções reveals how disruption of linear tempo
ralities detailing pre-modern obliteration and modernist advancement
[33] is mobilized within the state-led chronopolitics of disaster [1].
While trauma time is one of pain and suffering resulting from state at
tempts to entirely suppress the disaster event [19], we reveal here how
alternative practices of remembrance surge within these traumatic
spaces. By mobilizing memory, the Museu das Remoções reveals that
(urban) time is contingent on the meanings ascribed to it; that is, it must
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